English

Maths

Science

Dinosaurs

Place value in context of measures

This half term the children will be writing information
texts about dinosaurs. We will be researching dinosaurs in both our creative and English lessons to facilitate this. We will also be writing poems based on
dinosaurs.

Mental calculations (money, measures, statistics)
Mental and written multiplication
Time
2d and 3d Shape

Computing

P.E.

We are opinion pollsters

Athletics

Looking at using netbooks/
iPads to survey and present
data

In science we will be looking at Rocks. We will be
exploring the characteristics of different rocks
through practical activities as well as looking at
some fun ways of showing how rocks change over
time. We will also be looking at what fossils are
and how they are formed , tying in with our
theme of Dinosaurs.

Learning to pass a baton in a relay race, correct jumping technique for standing long jump,
vertical jump and triple
jump. Short distance running with a focus on how to
sprint and improve your PB.

French
ON FAIT LA FÊTE

Summer 2

To know the names for different
activities. To be able to say
which activities they are good
at. To be able to say how old
they are and when they were
born.

RE and
PSHE
R.E.
& Virtues
What do religions teach about
the natural world and why
should we care about it?
Living in the wider world.

Theme

Sensational Start:

Dinosaurs

Dinosaur Discovery Hunt

Extraordinary Extra:
Gulliver’s Land

Fabulous Finish:
Moving Dinosaurs

In this theme children will be learning about the history of dinosaurs. We will also be studying
the different eras within history and how the world changed within these. We will be visiting
Gulliver's Land Dino and Farm Park as our fantastic finish. We will have the opportunity to explore different art and design techniques in, whilst creating dinosaur skeletons and models.

